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Abstract

One of the major problems with software development
processes is their complexity. Hence, one of the primary
motivations in process improvement is the simplification
of these complex processes. We report a study to explore
various simplification approaches and techniques. We
used the available process documentation,
questionnaires and interviews, and a set of process
visualization tool fragments (pfv) to gain an
understanding of the process under examination. We
then used three basic analysis techniques to locate
candidates for simplification and improvement: value
added analysis, time usage analysis, and alternatives
analysis. All three approaches proved effective in
isolating problem areas for improvement. The proposed
simplifications resulted in a savings of 20% in cost, 20%
in human effort, 40% in elapse time, and a 30%
reduction in the number of activities.

1. Introduction and Overview

The process system that is the context of our study came
into being as a result of a management edict (they had
heard that processes were a good thing and that they
ought to be defined). This ‘‘good thing’’ then grew and
evolved in an unmanaged fashion due to the lack of
effective management of the process system architecture.
This unmanageability was then exacerbated by the
merger of two process systems for similar products.

In [5], [6] and [10] we reported our experience in trying
to understand the current state of the process system and
its architecture. One of the underlying root causes of the
current state of both the system and its architecture is the
complexity of the processes (both their inherent
complexity and the complexity of their visualizations).

In this paper we report a trial study to simplify that
complexity in part of the process system. We chose to

simplify rather than to re-engineer for several reasons.
First, simplification is easier to do than re-engineering
and is much smaller in its scope. Second, we wanted to
see what could be gained by this approach as an example
for the other process subsystems. And third, it was our
intuition that there was much to be gained in terms of
complexity, cost and interval reduction without going to
the lengths of full-scale re-engineering. Our intuitions
have proven to be correct.

Our criteria for choosing a particular process subsystem
were

• the process needed to be customer focused,

• the process needed to have known problems, and

• the people using the processes needed to be willing to
participate in the study.

On the basis of these criteria, we chose the customer
documentation processes as the trial study processes and
the new documents process as the specific focus. We
then spent about 4 months meeting weekly to determine
appropriate simplifications and improvements, and
concurrently, building the supporting empirical baseline
and technology infrastructure.

In the following sections we discuss the scope of the
study, our efforts to understand the processes, our
analyses, the results, the insights and lessons learned, and
the current status.

2. The Scope of the Study

The customer documentation process subsystem
represents a substantial subset of the entire process
system. From this subset we chose a smaller subset of
the core processes to look at more closely (because they
represented the production of 90% of the document
artifacts) and from that set finally selected the particular
process for this study. Since these processes are



executed in a number of different locations in both the
US and Europe, we narrowed the study to a single
location as well: the location where the majority of the
people work.

The simplification team consisted of process executors
(the people writing the documentation), members of the
quality team, and members of research. We initially used
a ‘‘local big picture’’ [5] as an aid in scoping out the core
processes since it is quite effective in illustrating the
production and consumption of document artifacts. We
then began the process of understanding and analyzing
the new documentation production process.

3. Understanding the Processes

Watts Humphrey [9] distinguished between processes as
described, processes as executed, and processes as they
ought to be. To determine the last of these, we need to
understand the first two. We use different techniques to
determine the process as defined and the process as
executed.

3.1 Processes as Defined

The entire set of processes governing the production of
this product from first customer contact to customer
support are defined in electronic form and available as an
on-line methodology [13]. The process descriptions are
in informal prose in structured documents, each of which
includes sections on the input and its suppliers, the
output and its customers, tasks, templates, and relevant
roles. We used the relevant process descriptions as the
primary basis for our understanding of the processes as
defined.

We augmented it with what we came to call ‘‘the big
picture’’ (see [5]) of the documentation subsystem to
visualize its interconnections with the rest of the entire
process system and its intraconnections among the
various processes that make up this subsystem.

3.2 Processes as Executed

Our initial approach to understanding the executed
process and its context was to issue a questionnaire to
motivate and organize a two day group meeting with a
representative group of documenters from all the various
locations and various aspects of the process subsystem.
The questionnaire was designed to cover the context of
the processes, cost factors, modeling decisions and
content, and execution issues.

The context discussions covered the organizational
context with its geographical and management
considerations, the means of inter-location interactions,
and the computing equipment and environments. The
discussion about cost factors included issues of personnel
and resource costs, costs of the context (computing and
communications), process intervals, and process and
artifact costs. The process modeling discussions covered
issues about roles, process and artifact structure, and
process interfaces.

The discussions about the executed process focused on
two different issues. The first issue was that of roles and
interactions -- what the actual roles are, what their
attributes are, and how roles interact in executing the
various tasks, subprocesses and processes [4]. The
second issue is that of how the executed processes differ
from the defined processes — that is, where and why
they deviated from the prescribed process.

3.3 Details of the Subject Process

In focusing on the specific documentation process for
new documents, we decided that a detailed view of the
process and its relevant data was needed. Using the
previously developed tool fragments [5] as a base, we
built a new suite of tool fragments to provide this
detailed visualization.

The flowcharting visualization is supported by the PFV
suite of tool fragments: pfv takes a set of defined
process steps and decision points and generates
commands to dot [7] to format the visualization.

The format of the visualization specification is in awk
record style format with a tab character separating the
fields in a one line record. A ‘step’ or a ‘decision’
specification is a sequence of records. Steps and
decisions are separated from each other by one or more
blank lines.

The steps in the process flow are illustrated in a record
format that defines a number of items of interest in the
process simplification process: the process step identifier
and title, the input and output artifacts with their
suppliers and customers, the document reference list, the
list of relevant roles, the actual and elapse time to
perform the process step, the list of resources needed by
the process step, and what the next steps are.

The format for a step specification is:



Step: StepID StepTitle
Input: ArtifactName SupplierID

...
Output: ArtifactName CustomerID

...
Ref: DocRefList
Roles: RoleList
Times: ActualTime ElapseTime
Tools: ToolsList
Next: (Step/Decision)ID

...

The step in the process (or task) is defined by a StepID
and a StepTitle. It is the StepID that is referenced
throughout the process flowchart description, not the
StepTitle. The StepID may be used as a SupplierID and
a CustomerID in the input/output specifications. The
inputs and outputs are defined by an ArtifactName and
either a SupplierID or a CustomerID. The suppliers and
customers are not used for visualization but are there for
interface analysis and generation.

The DocRefList, RoleList, and ToolsList lists are lists
where each element in the list is separated by the tab
character. For Example:

Ref: FT PD Task 1 Act 3
Roles: Info Dev ECMS Team
Resources: Computation ECMS Help

There are no restrictions on the number of next steps that
may be specified. Where multiple exits occur from a
process step, that means that the paths proceed in
parallel. Where multiple exits occur from a decision, that
means that the paths are alternatives. The destination in
either case is a StepID or a DecisionID.

The format for the decision specification is:

Decision: DecisionID DecisionQuestion
Exit: DecisionLabelID Percentage

...

Contrary to the StepID, the DecisionID is not printed but
only referenced. The DecisionQuestion defines what will
be printed in the decision diamond. The DecisionLabel
defines an answer to the decision question and labels the
line from the decision to the next step or the next
decision.

There may be as many exits as are needed to define all
the answers to the decision question. There are two ways
to label the exits with process data: for loops back into
the previous steps and for proportions of time in each of
the branches. The latter is represented by specifying
percentages. The percentage specified is the percentage
of the time the exit is taken compared to all the other
possible exits (the sum of all exits is 100). For loops
back to previous steps, the number specified is the
average number of times the loopback is taken.

The following is a flowchart fragment and its
visualization is shown in Figure 1. The initial process
flowchart is shown in Figure 2.

Step: 1 Plan FT Strategy
Input: FT Information Project Management
Output: FT Strategy Project Management
Ref: FT PD Task 1 Act 2
Roles: FT Planner
Times: 1.0 3.5
Tools: ADEPT DB
Next: D1

Decision: D1 Errors?
Exit: Yes 2 35
Exit: No 3 65

Start

FT PD,
Task 1,
Act 2

FT Planner

1: Plan FT Strategy

1.0
3.5

ADEPT DB

FT Strategy Errors?

FT Information

2

Yes [35]

3

No [65]

Figure 1: An example fragment description and its
visualization.

4. Analyses of the Trial Process

For our simplifications and improvements, we used
primarily three different kinds of analyses: value added
analysis, time usage analysis, and analysis of
alternatives. Moreover, we looked carefully at two
obvious candidates for simplification: the looping
structures of iterative process steps and extra or
duplicated work.

The general goal of this study as a whole is to reduce the
complexity of the process. To determine whether we had
achieved our simplification goal, we surveyed the
process executors and their management.

4.1 Value Added Analysis

One of the first problems faced in trying to simplify a
process is that of what to use as criteria for choosing
what to keep and what to cut. Harrington’s advice [8]



seemed to be a good place to start: first identify each
activity as having either customer value, business value
or no value. Then maximize customer added value,
minimize business added value, and eliminate those
activities which add no value. Activities that are
required to maintain the product are considered to be of
business value.1
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Figure 2: The initial process flowchart. In comparing
this flowchart with that in Figure 6, you will notice that
there are more iterations and a more complex control
flow in the initial process than in the simplified one.

As an aid to this effort we extended pfv to include
characterizations of any part of the flowchart information
and the coloring of those characterizations. We did this
with two mappings: one from flowchart elements to
characterizations, and one from characterizations to
colors. For example, the primary colored flowchart
colored customer added value as blue, business value

__________________

1. It is interesting to note that Harrington considers all reviews,
inspections and testing as adding no value to the product. Rather he
views these as opportunities for technological improvement of
validation.

added as magenta, and no value added as yellow. This
colorization was extremely effective in highlighting the
differences between these activities.

Using this approach we classified 20% of the activities as
adding customer value, 30% of the activities as adding
business value, and the remaining 50% as adding no
value.

Given this characterization of the various activities it
became obvious that there was a lot of rework happening
in the process. This rework came about because of the
emphasis on business value added considerations in the
process: the primary artifacts of the documentation
process should be under configuration control and that
they should be put under configuration control as early as
possible. The net result was the large amount of rework
embedded in the process.

Once the notion of customer added value was proposed
as the most important aspect in the design of the
processes, the thinking of the simplification team
changed about the value of the business-oriented
decisions that had been made. Early configuration
control did not add anything to the value of the
documents for the customer and, apparently, only caused
a large amount of extra work. We used this intuition as
the basis for our hypothesis in the paired match study we
discuss in the section on analyzing alternatives.

4.2 Time Usage Analysis

One of the primary problems in large-scale software
development is the time spent waiting for resources,
responses, meetings, etc. One may be able to fill in the
intervening time productively, but for a particular
sequence of activities there may be a significant
difference between the actual time spent and the time that
elapses before completion (for example, see the
discussions of how time is spent in [2], [11] and [12]).

To this end, we included two things in the data we
needed to analyze the process: estimated race2 and elapse
times, and estimated percentages of time spent in various
paths in the process (that is the percentage of time taking
one path over another out of the decision points).

Using the insights from the value added analysis
exercise, we decided to look at the part of the process
where there was the most rework: the private, manual

__________________

2. The race time is the time that would be spent if there were no delays
of any kind -- that is, it is the actual time spent.



and production builds (figure 3). The writers
individually build their respective chapters in the context
of the entire manual. Once a chapter has been
successfully built, it is put under configuration control,
handed off to another group who does the quality control
builds on the entire manual. Once the manual has been
successfully built, it is then passed to the production
team for the production build. This process is the result
of the business decision to put the artifacts under
configuration control as early as possible. All three
builds are part of the process.

Chapter 5

Manual ProductionPrivate

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Figure 3: Private, Manual and Production Builds

We did a study to grade how successful these three build
processes were. In the private builds of the chapters, a
build is said to be perfect if it builds cleanly and has all
the text laid out properly. A build is successful if it
builds and returns some output. A build fails if it
generates no output. 49% of the private builds were
perfect, 34% were successful, and 17% failed (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Private Builds

Once the private builds are perfect, the artifacts are
handed off to the manual build team. 29% of the manual
builds failed completely, 42% successfully resulted in
some output with 29% considered to be perfect (figure
5).

Once they succeed, they are then passed on to
production. Unfortunately, production builds have the
same failure and success rates (one-third each). The

reason for this is that the manual builds (as well as the
private builds) are done in a non-production context --
the manual builds succeeded but in the wrong contexts.

So nothing but extra work was actually gained from the
manual builds.

4.3 Alternatives Analysis

Alternative solutions need to be analyzed to make sure
that they will be better than the steps they replace. To
support this type of analysis, we added tool fragments to
the PFV suite. We added a fragment to create a database
of information from the process flowchart descriptions.
This enabled us to query our process representation about
various steps, artifacts, etc. A complimentary fragment
enabled us to select subsets of the flowchart for
individual alternative analysis.
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Figure 5: Manual Builds

The primary goal of time usage analysis is to find ways
to reduce the production interval. In doing this, we often
need to compare alternative process fragments formally
to decide between them. The study design we used to
meet this goal of deciding between two alternatives is
that of a paired match study on a major variable (in this
case, the time interval) [1].

Given that we eliminate the manual builds, we have two
choices as to where to put the artifacts under
configuration control: before the private builds or before
the production builds. Our hypothesis was that early
configuration control resulted in significantly more work
and rework. In the paired match study, we used two
people doing very similar features and looked at the
difference in the time interval. We confirmed that
hypothesis. The trial showed that chapter optimization
was very expensive under configuration control -- a
factor of two more expensive.



5. Process Improvements

On the basis of our various analyses, the simplification
team thoroughly scrutinized the current process as it is
executed and proposed a list of improvements. The
accumulated effect of these simplifications and
improvements amount to a significant savings in terms of
cost (20%) and both race (20%) and elapsed (40%)
intervals. Moreover, the number of activities was
reduced by 30.

While the results here described represent the
improvements to only one process in the process
subsystem, this process is representative of the other
development and evolution processes in this subsystem
for this class of artifacts.

The improvements may be characterized as follows:

• improved feature impact assessment

• local graphical assistance

• local editorial staff

• simplified review activities

• elimination of manual builds

The resulting process flowchart illustrates the effect of
the simplification effort (see Figure 6).

5.1 Improved Feature Impact Assessment

The process requires that writers refer to various
documentation and information repositories to assess the
impact of a certain feature on their manual.

The elapse time required to complete this assessment far
exceeds the actual time spent because the information
sources are incomplete, inaccurate and late. These
problems result in wasted effort and time spent waiting
for correct information. The state of the information
sources results in part because developers do not know
enough about documentation requirements.

There are several changes to the process to eliminate
unprofitable effort and time delays: have the writers
participate in the requirements and design reviews; have
a writer be a member of the requirements specification
and software development team; provide training for
software developers on documentation; and develop a
requirements assistant tool that will aid feature
description developers to indicate documentation impact.

5.2 Local Graphics Assistance

When graphics help is needed, it is obtained from
graphics department in a remote location. The activities
performed are: send requirements to the remote graphics
department, they prepare the graphics and return them,
the senders review it and send comments back to the
graphics department for correction, they make the
corrections and return the graphics to the sender.

Obviously, the problem is the number of iterations that
take place every time long distance help is sought. The
process must be repeated a number of times until the
picture is finally correct. This lengthy iterative process is
compounded by the fact that a significant amount of help
is needed in the use of xcip (the graphics tool used).

The proposal is to do graphics in-house. To make this
happen, the following requirements were proposed: train
all writers in basic graphics packages and make local
expertise available for complex graphics help so the
writers do not have to seek help from the remote graphics
department.

5.3 Local Editorial Staff

Every document is sent to an editor in another location to
ensure compliance with style standards, the consistency
and accuracy of acronyms, and conformance to
international standards. The editor’s comments are then
incorporated in the text.

The issues with the current process are: turnaround time
is long, subjective opinion changes constantly, and
meaning changes with the context.

The proposal is to eliminate the separate task of having
an editor edit the document. However, in order to
maintain the quality (compliance with standards,
consistency/accuracy, etc.) the editor is included as a
reviewer so that editing is done as part of the review
process thus eliminating editing as a separate, sequential
task. Also, to keep editing to a minimum, the following
is made available to information developers: a single
style guide, overview training, a style guide checklist,
and editing training for all writers.

5.4 Elimination of Manual Builds

Presently, the information developers with feature impact
do a private build followed by a manual build. Private
builds ensure a perfect build of the part being written. It
is done by individual writers. Manual builds are
performed by the manual owners to ensure a perfect
build of the whole manual. Finally, a production build is
performed (by production builders) to produce the
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Reviewed Manual

System Test Tester

11.0: Validate procedures in LAB & provide comments

3.0
10.0

Comp. Res.

Stable Software

CID Info Dev

15.0: addsrc new chapters

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

CID
Info Dev,

Tester

12.0: Incorparate comments from Test

2.0
10.0

Comp. Res.

Testers’ comments

Software Release Hardware Release

Need a new module?

CID Info Dev

13.0: Request a new module

0.1
2.0

Comp. Res.

Yes []

CID Info Dev

14.0: Open IMR, open MR

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

No []

CID ECMS Support

13.1: Create new module

0.1
1.0

Comp. Res.

IMR#, MR#

CID
Info Dev,

Feat Construct Engr

16.0: Request Features turned ON/OFF

0.1
1.0

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

16.1: Request ADD/DEL new feature construct

0.1
3.0

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

16.2: Obtain ECMS Help

0.1
1.0

Comp. Res.

New Directories

CID Info Dev

17.0: Edget/Edput/Xtract files

3.0
7.0

Comp. Res.,
ECMS Help

Customer Delivery Report

CID Info Dev

18.0: Sget/Get version #

0.1
0.5

Comp. Res.

MML Changes to Feature/Release RC Customization Customization by country/Appln Content Changes

CID Info Dev

19.0: Do private Build on part subject

0.1
0.5

Comp. Res.

Populated private node for project

List of MR Group

Success?

Build Report, DIR of combined files

CID Info Dev

20.0: Create postscript file(s)

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

Yes []

CID Info Dev

20.1: Zap composed files/directories

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

No []

CID Info Dev

22.0: Proof private build

0.1
0.5

Comp. Res.

Postscript files

CID Info Dev

21.0: Edget/Edput/Sget

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

Error?

Know how to fix it?

Yes []

CID Info Dev

24.0: Find all MRs associated with the IMR

0.5
0.5

Comp. Res.

No []

Unapproved Postscript files

Yes []

CID Info Dev, ECMS support

23.0: Seek & Obtain ECMS Help

0.1
0.5

Comp. Res.

No []

CID Info Dev

25.0: Do ’mrsolve’, ’solveall’

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

26.0: ’DOCelmr’

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

27.0: Create SUDOC file

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

28.0: Execute ’imrnote’ to attach SUDOC file

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

SUDOC template

Changes reqd in next release & are in SU mode?

CID Info Dev

29.0: ’fastaddimr’ for each generic (where applicable)

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

Yes []

CID Info Dev

31.0: ’submitimr’ in all applicable generics

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

No []

CID Info Dev

30.0: ’DOCelmr’ (for generics where imr fastadded)

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

32.0: Query imrs in ’dev_sub’ or ’assigned’ state

0.1
0.2

Comp. Res.

CID Info Dev

36.1: Solve DOCelmr, submit dev_sub & assigned MRs

0.1
0.1

Comp. Res.

CID Manual Owner

37.0: Complete chklist, send build.out file, translations README file to Prod. Builders

0.5
1.0

Comp. Res.

CID Production Builder

38.0: Production Build

1.0
5.0

Comp. Res.

Figure 6: The resulting simplified process. Note how
much simpler the control flow is and that there are fewer
iterations.

deliverable documentation.

The issue is straight-forward: there are too many builds.
A private build is unavoidable because this is where the
basic unit of the manual is built and is where changes are
verified. At present the production build cannot be
eliminated. The candidate for elimination is the manual
test build. The data shows that the main categories for
failing manual test builds are modification request (MR)
problems, featuring problems, non-process problems
(e.g., file system out of space), ‘‘manual.vol’’ file
problems, and various other problems.

After discussion, the team felt that the other category
errors can be attributed to either MR or featuring
problems. If we ignore the non-process problems, the
featuring and MR problems account for 82% of the
problems. To ensure that these problems are identified
and fixed in private builds, writers must perform an
sget with the MR number in the private build. This will
help detect MR dependencies. The writers also need to
plan ‘‘feature turn on/off’’ at least 2 weeks before
delivery. Both of these items were added to a checklist.

5.5 Simplified Review Activities

The document review activities cause a significant
amount of elapse time in this process. The process as
documented in the on-line methodology under the
Document Review Process involves selecting a group of
reviewers, sending them the document to be reviewed,
holding a review session, documenting issues raised,
resolving the issues, and updating the document.

Again, the issue is rather straight-forward: the process is
too cumbersome and takes too much time.

To solve this problem, we use the Fast Decision Process
(FDP) instead of the current review process. In the FDP
process, a group of reviewers meet in a room with
terminals and the issues raised are resolved on the spot.
Data shows that the saving in time will be at least 50%.
Because of this automated support, FDP can also be used
effectively to include reviewers from across different
locations. FDP is documented as a procedure under the
Document Review Process.

6. Lessons Learned

On the basis of our successful trial, we offer the
following as insights that we either gained or confirmed
in the course of this study.

• Finding the right level for process descriptions is
difficult. Too much detail often results in overly
complex descriptions; too little results in unusable
descriptions. Focusing on the intent and the goals
rather than on the details helps reduce some of this
complexity.

• Effective process simplification requires a deep
understanding of the processes and their relevant
domains. We chose those executing the processes as
the suppliers of this knowledge rather than those
responsible for the process descriptions. This
strategy worked effectively.

• Iterations in processes that span multiple locations
can be very expensive in both actual time and elapse
time costs. There are time lags, even when electronic
means are used (especially when the multiple
locations span different time zones or continents).
Moreover, inter-location communication is still
relatively primitive when high-bandwidth
interactions are needed.

• Harrington’s advice of emphasizing customer added
value, minimizing business added value and
removing no added value was instrumental in
generating several key insights into the fundamental



nature of the process and why so much rework was
being done.

• Even well established practices need to be
reconsidered. There are always cost trade-offs that
need to be revalidated. In this case, the cost of
configuration control early in the process outweighed
its benefits and rethinking its use as a business value
added mechanism resulted in a reduction of effort
without a significant cost in quality.

• Estimates and measurements of resource usage, and
time and effort cost studies are necessary
preconditions to any simplification or improvement
effort (see [11] and [12] for a more complete
discussion of these issues).

• No single simplification produced a major result,
rather the accumulation of modest simplifications in
the right places resulted in a significant reduction in
time and cost. These modest improvements resulted
in removing some of the accidental debris and
enabled the process executors to focus on the
essential problems of artifact production [3].

• To gain the maximum benefits from simplification
and improvement efforts, the focus should be at the
process system level where global improvements will
have a more far reaching effect than they do at the
individual process level where improvements have
only local effects.

• Study designs of varying costs and complexity are
available for studying alternative process fragments.
There is often a direct correlation between
cost/complexity and the degree of certainty, and a
series of studies is often needed to arrive at a full
understanding of the alternatives. Sometimes,
however, an inexpensive study will yield such
dramatic results that no further studies are needed.

7. Current Status

This trial has resulted in a set of process understanding
and analysis techniques and tools that were found to be
effective in simplifying and improving software-related
processes (or any type of processes for that matter).
Because of our success, this approach is being applied to
about a half-dozen processes governing other aspects of
the software production process.

The early results for these efforts look very promising.
For example, in one case (a review process), the current
process documentation has been reduced by 90% and the
number of activities by 75%.
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